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2012 Benchmarking report

if last year’s theme for the state of for-profit education marketing was change, this year’s is innovation. in a world of declining 

budgets, lower enrollments, and a series of recent regulatory changes, it is clear that schools are looking for ways to do things 

differently—and fast. 

Both schools and their affiliate vendors are under a lot of pressure to innovate in order to remain competitive, but for many, the 

question remains—what is the best way to adjust? 

in an effort to uncover how schools are responding to these challenges, and to identify trends, best practices, and issues 

facing the education sector, Leadscouncil and cUnet conducted the third annual Benchmarking Survey for higher education 

marketing. here’s what we found:

2012 HigHer education Marketing BencHMarking report:
For-profit colleges & universities

1. cost per enrollMent (cpe) For aFFiliate inquiries is escalating.

gone are the days when third-party affiliates were the de facto source of inquiries for the for-profit market. With two years of 

consistent data pointing to cpe going up for third-party affiliate inquiries, schools are actively hunting for alternatives.

2. scHools are taking inquiry generation into tHeir own Hands.

Digital marketing efforts are clearly ramping up as schools look for ways to take more control over their inquiry generation. as 

two years of data indicate, this shift from schools buying inquiries to directly generating them through investments in digital 

marketing is not a fleeting trend. regardless of school size, marketing budget, or program type, the majority of schools are 

reporting an increased budget for channels like Seo, paid search, and social media.

3. Marketers are getting More analytical.

Buying inquiries can be costly, and in a highly competitive market filled with sophisticated affiliate marketers, taking on that 

additional risk means becoming equally sophisticated. the role of inquiry buyer seems to be shifting from an art to a science—

and vendors must be prepared to support that change with greater transparency, improved performance metrics,  

and innovative offerings.   

4. coMpetition For online students is Heating up.

as schools look for ways to diversify their revenue streams, many are increasing their investments in online programs to capture 

more students. as more schools create online programs, the competition for online students heats up, driving up the overall 

cost of acquiring these students.

the following report explores these trends in more detail, along with other key findings, providing both the survey results and 

our take on what those numbers mean for the industry as a whole.
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cost per enrollMent (cpe) For  
tHird-party aFFiliate inquiries is up.

LaSt Year: 58% reported that cpe for third-party 
affiliate inquiries was going up.

thiS Year: 57% reported that cpe for third-party 
affiliates was going up, while 72% reported that cpe 
for direct/organic inquiries was steady or decreasing.

For most school marketers in the for-profit space, the one metric that 

looms above all is cost per enrollment (cpe). historically, third-party 

inquiry providers were a consistent source of high-volume, low-cost 

inquiries that delivered a competitive cpe, making them the primary 

source of inquiries for the for-profit market. in fact, in 2010, 50% of 

survey respondents indicated that cpe for third-party inquiries was 

decreasing or staying the same (Fig. 1).

today, it’s clear that there has been a reversal. two years of data 

point to cpe going up for third-party affiliate inquiries. this is 

the result of a number of possible factors, including a decline in 

the number of overall prospects, higher bad inquiry rates, and 

increased regulatory compliance. it’s, therefore, not surprising that 

our survey points to a number of related trends that we’ll explore 

in this report—from a growing focus on direct/organic inquiries 

(notably, 72% of respondents reported that cpe was steady or down 

for organic inquiries, as seen in Fig. 2), to an increasing interest in 

technology solutions for inquiry management.  

Figure 2: CPE for Direct/Organic Change vs. 2011
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Figure 2: cpe for direct/organic change vs. 2011.

Figure 1: How Does Your Current Cost Per Enrollment for 
                     3rd-Party Affiliate Inquiries Compare with Last Year?
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Figure 1: how does your current cost per enrollment for third  
    party affiliate inquiries compare with last year?
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With cpe on its way up for third-party affiliate inquiries, it is not 

surprising to see marketers slowly moving budget away from that 

channel (Fig. 3). however, it is unlikely that cost is the only factor 

involved; increased concerns over inquiry quality, bad lead rates, and 

regulatory compliance over the past few years have likely also played 

a role in this slow decline. notably, as seen in Fig. 4, spending on 

third-party affiliate generation (33%) is now almost equal to spending 

on direct/organic inquiry generation (31%) and is followed closely by 

offline marketing spending (26%). 

scHools are cutting tHeir 
tHird-party aFFiliates.

Figure 3: We are Reducing Our Budget for 3rd Party Affiliates
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Figure 4: Budget Allocation by Source
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LaSt Year: nearly one-third (29%) of schools were 
planning to decrease their third-party affiliate budgets.

thiS Year: nearly half (44%) of schools plan to 
decrease third-party affiliate budgets. 

Figure 4: Budget allocation by source.

Figure 3: We are reducing our budget for third-party affiliates.
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Last year, over two-thirds of our survey respondents said they planned to increase 

investments in self-generated inquiries. this year, it’s clear that schools have 

followed through on those plans. 

in fact, this year, the survey showed that just 44% of inquiries come from third-party 

affiliates (down from 66% last year), with the remaining 56% coming from self-

generated leads.

With 99% of schools reporting that they are focusing on ways to increase their direct/

organic inquiry generation in 2012, we don’t expect this trend to change anytime 

soon (Fig. 5). this is not surprising, as cpe is consistently lower for direct/organic 

inquiries (almost 40% of direct/organic inquiries have a cpe of $500 or less, as seen 

in Fig. 6), and it is also easier to control and manage inquiries generated through 

direct/organic methods from a compliance perspective.

scHools are clearly Focused on  
direct/organic inquiry generation.
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Figure 5: Which of the following statements apply to your organization?

Figure 6: CPE by Source
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LaSt Year: 66% of inquiries were from 
third-party vendors, with the balance 
generated in-house.

thiS Year: 44% of inquiries are generated 
by third-party vendors, while nearly all 
schools (99%) are focused on increasing 
direct inquiry generation. 

Figure 6: cpe by source.

Figure 5: Which of the following statements apply to your organization?
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While schools may not be increasing their overall budgets, they are 

making strategic choices as to how best to use the budgets they have. 

this includes finding creative ways to diversify their media mix, and 

generate and manage more of their own inquiries.

considering that trend, it’s not surprising to see that the majority of 

schools are increasing their investment in channels like paid search, 

Seo, social media, and mobile (Fig. 7).  interestingly, increased 

spending on these channels doesn’t vary at all by school or budget 

size; small schools and large schools alike indicate that the three main 

areas for increased budget are paid search, Seo, and social media.

digital Marketing strategies—including 
paid searcH, MoBile inquiries, social  
Media, and seo—are gaining Budget sHare. 

Figure 7: How is your marketing mix changing from last year?
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LaSt Year:  Schools invested more in channels 
like paid search (64%) and social media (61%).  

thiS Year: investment in these channels 
continues to increase, with areas like mobile 
and targeted display also gaining traction.

Figure 7: how is your marketing mix changing from last year?
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With the Department of education regulations approaching the one-year 

mark, compliance is, not surprisingly, less of a concern than it was last 

year. however, it is not off the radar yet, with compliance monitoring and 

enforcement remaining a priority for nearly half (46%) of schools. concern 

with inquiry volume has also decreased from last year, with only 42% 

of respondents indicating that it is a priority (Fig. 8). it is clear that the 

trend toward quality over quantity that was apparent last year is poised to 

continue in 2012. 

With an increased focus on inquiry quality, and more investments being 

made into direct/organic inquiry generation tactics, it comes as no 

surprise that there is an increasing emphasis being placed on areas like 

inquiry analytics. according to survey data, a significant portion (44%) of 

respondents indicated that inquiry/multi channel analytics were a high 

priority for 2012. the more schools take inquiry generation into their own 

hands, the more sophisticated and measurement-driven they must become 

in their approach. 

Marketing priorities Have sHiFted 
sligHtly, witH More Focus on analytics 
and less on coMpliance.

Figure 8: Which of the Following are Your Highest Priorities for This Year?
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LaSt Year:  increased inquiry quality was a 
top priority for most (85%), followed closely 
by compliance monitoring (67%) and inquiry 
volume (56%). 

thiS Year: increased inquiry quality remains 
the most common priority for schools (85%), 
while concern over compliance monitoring and 
enforcement has dropped significantly for 2012.

Figure 8: Which of the following are your highest priorities for this year?
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it’s clear that cpe for third-party affiliate inquiries is on the rise across the 

board; however, it is rising significantly faster for online programs when 

compared to campus-based offerings. this is likely due in part to increased 

competition as the online market grows in both the number of schools 

offering programs, and the number of programs being offered.  

there is a growing trend for schools to try to capture and diversify their 

revenue streams away from title iV funding; one way to do this is to 

increase investments in continuing or graduate education, both of  

which are well served by online programs. 

in addition to the added competition that is driving up costs, we suspect 

the increase in cpe is also driven by its overall profitability. in general, 

online programs have much lower costs per student (as they are not 

affected by factors such as classroom size and ongoing fixed costs 

associated with bricks and mortar); as a result, schools are willing to  

pay more to enroll these students.

coMpetition For online students is 
Heating up.

Figure 9: Average 3rd Party CPE by Program Type 2011 v. 2012
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LaSt Year: cost per enrollment for online 
programs was high, with 23.3% of schools 
indicating an average cpe of over $2,000  
(vs. 19.4% for campus programs). 

thiS Year:  the cost of enrolling a student in an 
online program has increased even further, with 
34% of online programs reporting an average 
cpe of $2,000+ (Fig. 9).

Figure 9: average third-party cpe by program type 2011 vs. 2012.
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Data shows that the use of a call center, either third-party or 

internal, greatly reduces the average time to contact an internet 

inquiry: more than half of the schools that use a call center have 

response times of under two minutes, compared to only five percent 

of schools where admissions reps call the inquiries. given that this 

is the second year in a row where survey data has indicated that 

schools are not using call centers (Fig. 10), it seems unlikely that 

this trend will change anytime soon. 

call center usage reMains uncHanged, 
despite clear evidence tHat it reduces  
tiMe to contact.

Figure 10: Do you route inquiries through a call center?
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LaSt Year: nearly half of schools surveyed were not 
utilizing call centers, even though the presence of 
call centers was shown to significantly increase the 
speed to call.

thiS Year: the percentage of schools not using call 
centers has remained steady, with 44% still not 
using any type of call center.

Figure 10: Do you route inquiries through a call center? 
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call center usage reMains uncHanged, 
despite clear evidence tHat it reduces  
tiMe to contact.

aBout tHe survey MetHodology

in an effort to establish benchmarks and identify current trends and best practices in higher education marketing, Leadscouncil 

and cUnet conducted a survey among 300+ marketing professionals in higher education. the online survey was conducted from 

march 27 to april 13, 2012.

aBout leadscouncil

Leadscouncil is the first independent industry organization dedicated strictly to advancing online lead generation. Leadscouncil 

members include lead buyers, lead sellers, technology solutions providers, and investment professionals. the group focuses on 

best practices, research, education, and networking to provide a more transparent and effective marketplace for online lead 

generation. Leadscouncil was recently featured in Harvard Business Review.

aBout cunet

cUnet delivers industry-leading technology, media, and marketing services to higher education institutions to help recruit and 

enroll students. Driven by a commitment to technology leadership, compliance, and exceptional customer service, cUnet’s higher 

education experts partner with schools to improve marketing performance and deliver qualified inquiries that meet enrollment 

and retention goals. cUnet is dedicated to providing the highest standards of transparency and compliance while promoting 

ethical marketing practices in postsecondary education. headquartered in paramus, new Jersey, cUnet is a subsidiary of nelnet 

(nYSe: nni), a leader in education planning and financing for more than 30 years. For more information, visit www.cUnet.com. 

For More inForMation, please contact: 

MicHael Ferree     victoria Badgley

Director, Leadscouncil     Director, corporate marketing, cUnet

mferree@leadscouncil.com      victoria.badgley@cunet.com

619.618.1200      416.323.1366
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